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SUMMARY: Many techniques for processing shear-wave splitting in VSP data assume
orthogonality of the split shear-waves, and are consequently restricted to zero or
near-offset VSPs and symmetry planes (Winterstein and Meadows 1991; Zeng and
MacBeth 1993; among others). Here, we derive equations for multicomponent seismic
data (two or three sources recorded by 3C receivers) for non-orthogonal split
shear-waves. The equations can be solved by the linear-transform technique (LTT) of
Li and Crampin (1993) to determine the shear-wave polarizations in both zero- and
offset VSPs. This method is particularly useful where orthogonal techniques often fail
when deviation from orthogonality exceeds 5’) or the incidence angle exceeds 15 O.

METHODS: Substantial ray deviation due to strong anisotropy or complicated
overburden can cause inherent non-orthogonal split shear-waves at depth, and variation
of incidence angle can cause apparent non-orthogonal split shear-waves in the
horizontal plane even if the three body-waves along the raypath are orthogonal.

Assuming inherent non-orthogonality in zero-offset VSPs, and only apparent
non-orthogonality in offset VSPs, the data matrix can then be written, respectively, as:

Zero-offset VSPs: D(t) = c(a(J w,9 $2) W) c-Yc4,, cp,); (1)
Offset-VSPs: D(t) = C(aJ w,, e) w CT ($1,  e); (2)

where superscript -1 is the inverse operator; superscript T, the transpose operator; aG,

the geophone azimuth; $I and +2, the polarization azimuths of the fast and slower split
shear-waves, respectively; 8, the incidence angle; and n(t) is the diagonal transfer
function for the two split shear-waves.

RESULTS: Both Equations (1) and (2) can be solved by extending LTT so that the
source-geophone misalignment (aG), the incidence angle (e), the polarizations of the
split shear-waves @+, $,), and the difference between the split shear-waves (the
non-orthogonality) A+ =~$i can be deterrnined (Fig. la). If orthogonality is
incorrectly assumed, the errors in measuring +1 and +2 increase with inherent and
apparent non-orthogonal&y of the data. In this case, the errors exceed 5” when
angular deviation from orthogona.hty( IA+ -90” I) exceeds 3 O, and incidence angle
exceeds 15 O (Figs. 1 b and lc). A real data example is shown in Fig.2. This shows a
consistent decrease of $I (introducing a systematic error) by ignoring the apparent
non-orthogonality (dotted line), whereas the correct treatment shows a improved +I
with the systematic error removed (solid line).
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Fig. 1. Results of synthetic data showing comparison of measured attributes (dots), with expected
values (solid line): (a) results of modified L’IT  for inherent non-orthogonality in zero-offset VSP; (b)
and (c) those of orthogonal techniques showing the effects of inherent and apparent
non-orthogonality, respectively. aG: geophone orientation; 9 ,
fast and slower split shear-wave, respectively; and A$ = 1+2-t,jl/.
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Fig.2. Results of a recorded offset-VSP
in, Texas: (a) four-component data matrix
(after Li and Crampin  1993); and (b)
incidence angle (e) and , measured
polarization azimuth @I,) of the fast split
shear-wave.


